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Strategies used individually or collectively, during social, economic and political difficulties have been 
documented in human history. For instance, in Buhaya, the country of Bahaya, Tanza
include migrating, adapting new lifestyles, borrowing and or selling/disposing one’s or family’s 
property referred to as okwelokola. What remain unclear are the social, psychological and economic 
consequences of okwelokola practices among B
qualitative study in four border district along the Tanzania
Urban, Missenyi and Kyerwa to understand, from the study participants’ perspectives, the meanings, 
origins and
initiated social and economic transformations that took place in Buhaya and beyond, through 
independence and post
exploitation, human rights violation that has always favored the elite. Contextualized and research
efficacious interventions are recommended to save Kagera residents from other poverty
health problems.
 
 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Several strategies used during social, economic and political 
difficulties resulting from natural disasters (drought, floods, 
earthquakes, human and animal diseases and climatic change), 
manmade disasters (wars), political dissatisfactions and 
economic development reforms and pol
structural adjustment programs, ESAPs) have been documented 
in human and Buhaya history in particular.  
 

In the country of Bahaya, Buhaya, in the present Kagera 
administrative region, Northwestern Tanzania, for example, the 
Bantu hunters, who occupied the Kagera River Valley during 
the early times and depended on it for their livelihoods: 
settlement, food, wildlife, water, and avenues of interaction, 
migrated to areas suitable for cultivation in Karagwe and 
Bukoba highlands following changes in technology, population 
growth and the emergence of agriculture.
Bantu organized themselves in small clan settlements. 
Increased agricultural production, further technological 
advancement and labor specialization in isolated location
precipitated social group organizations on clan basis that later 
developed into Buhaya societies.2 

 

White reported that the recurring drought and animal diseases 
that hit most of Eastern, Central and Southern Africa in 1890 
and the early 1900s, impacted most of the Bahaya
cultivators and the pastoralists) leading both men and women to 
search for food within and outside their societies.
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ABSTRACT 

Strategies used individually or collectively, during social, economic and political difficulties have been 
documented in human history. For instance, in Buhaya, the country of Bahaya, Tanza
include migrating, adapting new lifestyles, borrowing and or selling/disposing one’s or family’s 
property referred to as okwelokola. What remain unclear are the social, psychological and economic 
consequences of okwelokola practices among Bahaya in Kagera Region, Tanzania. We conducted a 
qualitative study in four border district along the Tanzania-Uganda border, Bukoba Rural, Bukoba 
Urban, Missenyi and Kyerwa to understand, from the study participants’ perspectives, the meanings, 
origins and consequences of okwelokola. Findings indicated that okwelokola stems from the colonial
initiated social and economic transformations that took place in Buhaya and beyond, through 
independence and post-independence periods. Okwelokola presents elements of 
exploitation, human rights violation that has always favored the elite. Contextualized and research
efficacious interventions are recommended to save Kagera residents from other poverty
health problems. 

during social, economic and political 
difficulties resulting from natural disasters (drought, floods, 
earthquakes, human and animal diseases and climatic change), 
manmade disasters (wars), political dissatisfactions and 
economic development reforms and policies (economic 
structural adjustment programs, ESAPs) have been documented 

, in the present Kagera 
administrative region, Northwestern Tanzania, for example, the 

who occupied the Kagera River Valley during 
the early times and depended on it for their livelihoods: 
settlement, food, wildlife, water, and avenues of interaction, 
migrated to areas suitable for cultivation in Karagwe and 

s in technology, population 
growth and the emergence of agriculture.1,2 Eventually, the 
Bantu organized themselves in small clan settlements. 
Increased agricultural production, further technological 
advancement and labor specialization in isolated locations, 
precipitated social group organizations on clan basis that later 

White reported that the recurring drought and animal diseases 
that hit most of Eastern, Central and Southern Africa in 1890 

Bahaya societies (the 
cultivators and the pastoralists) leading both men and women to 
search for food within and outside their societies.3 The 

pastoralists Akamba, in the present Kenya, pawned women and 
children in exchange for food from the c
Rinderpest hit areas west of Lake Victoria in 1890 with more 
impact in Karagwe where it claimed 90% of cattle. Majority of 
the pastoralists Bahima in Buhaya
depended on a number of cattle owned,  committed
migrated to Ankole (Uganda), Rwanda and Burundi to begin 
new life. Other Bahima migrated eastwards to Bukoba 
highlands where cattle were of less importance.
pre-colonial era, the Bahaya 
dissatisfied with the Kings migrated from one Kingdom to other 
parts of Buhaya, Buganda, Rwanda and Urundi.
 

It was a taboo for a Muhaya woman to work outside the family 
or undertake paid work within or outside 
was, if she did, it could result in misfort
family, her clan or even her tribe. It resulted in an expression 
saying “Omukazi tatunda.” However, with social, political and 
economic changes in Buhaya
boundaries becoming economically independent or opted
prostituting in distant areas in Bukoba Province, 
Tanganyika/Tanzania and in East and Central Africa.
 

Bahaya women in prostitution 
their family needs like paying school fees, health care or head 
and hut taxes. As they returned, they managed to buy land, 
build decent retirement homes and could pay for masculine 
services rendered by Bahaya men. This inci
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in the present Kenya, pawned women and 
children in exchange for food from the cultivators, the Kikuyu. 
Rinderpest hit areas west of Lake Victoria in 1890 with more 
impact in Karagwe where it claimed 90% of cattle. Majority of 

Buhaya whose respect and prestige 
depended on a number of cattle owned,  committed suicide or 
migrated to Ankole (Uganda), Rwanda and Burundi to begin 

migrated eastwards to Bukoba 
highlands where cattle were of less importance.4 During the 

Bahaya (individuals and families) 
he Kings migrated from one Kingdom to other 

, Buganda, Rwanda and Urundi.2  

woman to work outside the family 
or undertake paid work within or outside Buhaya. The belief 
was, if she did, it could result in misfortunes to herself, her 
family, her clan or even her tribe. It resulted in an expression 

.” However, with social, political and 
Buhaya4, some women crossed social 

boundaries becoming economically independent or opted 
prostituting in distant areas in Bukoba Province, 
Tanganyika/Tanzania and in East and Central Africa.3,5,6,7  

prostitution sent remittances to take care of 
their family needs like paying school fees, health care or head 
and hut taxes. As they returned, they managed to buy land, 
build decent retirement homes and could pay for masculine 

men. This incident, where women 
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owned property and gained economic power, gradually 
transformed women’s social and economic status in 
Buhaya.5,6,7. Perhaps, more important, is that  retired women 
prostitutes had gained experience from the outside world, which 
they used to organize resistance against Bahaya customs and 
actively participated in the making of Tanganyikan Nationalism 
and Tanganyika liberation struggles. This episode progressively 
changed women’s status in Buhaya and Tanganyika 
politics.4,7,8.  
 

The introduction and acceptance of Christianity and western 
education, success in business and owning economic resources 
created new social identities, barriers and opportunities for 
individuals and Bahaya groups, particularly in Kiziba and 
Kyamutwara. Christianity, business and formal education 
allowed vertical and horizontal mobility among the Bahaya.2  
Mutahaba observed that in the early 1940s, coffee price in 
Uganda was twice higher than in Tanganyika encouraging 
competing Bahaya and Asian businesspersons to sell the crop 
across the border, in Uganda.9 Coffee price differences between 
the two countries have remained the same to the present 
creating opportunities for a few smugglers to become rich and 
richer on the expense of poor smallholder farmers.  
 

Residents in much of the present Missenyi district sought 
refuge in areas far south of Kagera River following the 
outbreak of the Tanzania-Uganda war of 1978/1979. The war 
escapees had to adjust to new lifestyles (food, accommodation 
and poor social services) in government-established refugee 
camps: Nsheshe, Rugaze and Omubweya (Rubale Division); 
Nyankere, Kyamulaile, Katoro and Kashaba (Katoro Division), 
and Burigi (Muleba District). Some escapees remained in 
refuge until the late 1980s when government allowed them to 
return and resettle in the Kagera Salient, with little, if any 
support from the government.5,10  
 

Okwelokola, or using internal and or external resources 
available to decipher perceived social or economic hardships,11  
is a deep-rooted practice and means of solving ones social and 
economic difficulties among the Bahaya. Omuhaya in need 
approaches a relative, a friend, a neighbor or anybody they trust 
for help, mainly kwehoza or borrowing money. The support and 
conditions around the loan depended on the nature of the 
problem at hand and the relationships between the two parties. 
The contract was (and in some cases, still is) mainly by the 
word of mouth based on trust that existed among Bahaya at that 
time. In rare cases, a witness would be involved. However, 
following social, economic and political transformations that 
took place in Buhaya and outside it, the meanings, forms and 
practices of okwelokola progressively changed leading to 
poverty conditions among the (rural) poor Bahaya, the 
smallholder farmers, as demonstrated in this paper. The 
question becomes, what are the social, psychological and 
economic consequences of okwelokola practices among Bahaya 
in Kagera Region, Tanzania? 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Data analyzed and presented in this paper are part of ongoing 
qualitative study in four border districts of Kagera Region, 
Tanzania: Bukoba Rural, Bukoba Urban, Missenyi and Kyerwa. 
We conducted in-depth interviews (IDIs) with key informants 
(KIs) including: men and women aged 18 years and above; the 
Regional Medical Officer (RMO), the District Medical Officers 
(DMOs), regional, district and village officials, health care 
providers and influential members of the community. The 

interview guide sought, among others, KIs’ understanding of 
forces, and consequences of okwelokola among the Bahaya, 
different forms of okwelokola, the meanings actors attach to 
each form and their recommendations on how to reduce its 
perceived and real impacts among the (rural) poor Bahaya. We 
also reviewed relevant literature on Buhaya’s history 
particularly on Bahaya social, political and economic 
organizations and transformations during the pre-colonial, 
colonial and independence and after eras.   
 

We obtained research clearance for this study from the 
Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences 
Institutional Review Board (MUHAS IRB, Ref. No. 2017-09-
29/EAC/Vol.XII/73). Permission to conduct the study was 
requested and granted from regional, district, division and ward 
authorities. Potential study participants granted informed 
consent. Data analysis continued throughout the process of data 
collection following three stages of qualitative data analysis: 
data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing and 
verification.12 The main aim was to understand meanings, 
forces, forms, consequences and recommended strategies to 
combat okwelokola outcomes from the Kagera residents’ 
perspectives.  
 

RESULTS  
 

During the IIs we asked study participants on the meanings of 
okwelokola, forces behind okwelokola, forms, consequences of 
okwelokola and the way forward to curb its perceived and real 
impacts among (rural) poor Bahaya in Kagera Region.  
 

Okwelokola: the meaning and forces behind the practice: 
literally, the term refers to ones courage and ability to use 
internal and or external resources available to decipher 
perceived social or economic hardships.11 Social and economic 
hardships referred to as okukwaatwa or ekyemba in Oluhaya, 
the Bahaya’s first language, include but not limited to: clearing 
debt or kumala eibanja, having a sick family member of 
relative or okulwalililwa, inability to put a daily bread on the 
table or enjala, incapable of paying school fees and failure to 
pay for health (modern or African therapy) care.  
 

Forms of okwelokola practiced: our study participants reported 
on different forms of okwelokola practiced by the Bahaya in the 
study region presented below,  
 

Okwehoza cum Okukwatiliza: before the coming of the 
colonialists in Buhaya, much of the property was communally 
owned with the King, Omukama, at the apex. The Germans 
(1884-1916) and the White Farther Missionaries encouraged 
growing Robusta Coffee on commercial basis and “attempted to 
force the [Kings] to give up their privileges of growing coffee 
and parcel out the cultivation to their subjects”.13 With time, 
individual systems of coffee cultivation and property (land, 
animals and business) ownership emerged in Buhaya.  
 

The British (1916-1961), “started with an even stronger 
enforcement of expanding coffee cultivation … making it 
compulsory for each family to plant 100 coffee trees among 
their bananas”.12 Success in agriculture (rapid rise in coffee 
production, the booming of coffee price on worlds markets and 
improved animal husbandry) and successful business created 
conditions for the process of class formation in Buhaya: the 
elite (businessmen and educated persons) and the majority 
common farmers, “creating an inequality in the distribution of 
not only income but also of fertile land.”13   
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Following social and economic status changes that occurred in 
Buhaya, the Bahaya made and still are making a lot of short-
term loan transactions that have all features of exploitation. A 
poor common farmer in economic hardship would approach the 
elite (businessmen and educated persons) for support and 
promise to pay the debt on the agreed day. In some cases, the 
borrower would bond some of his or family’s property: land, 
animals or crops to guarantee trust to the elite. Majority would 
be lucky to meet the promise. However, as Jørgen and Karen 
Rald correctly observed,13   
 

[I]f the debtor cannot repay his debts at the agreed date (e.g. 
when the final payment of coffee drops considerably), the loan 
is normally prolonged for short period, but at very high 
interests, e.g. equivalent to 200 to 400 per cent per annum. The 
final solution to clear the increasing debt may be to sell the land 
and migrate … In that way, the densely populated area of 
[Kagera region] a considerable amount of developed land 
[ebibanja] will be available for well-off farmers [and other 
elite] to purchase. At the same time, the very smallholder 
mainly producing for subsistence will be pushed out towards 
marginal areas.   
 

Obutura buying or obutura system: only study participants of 
the old generation could remember the origin and the meaning 
of obutura in this context.  A male participant aged 73 
interviewed in Bukoba Rural reported,11 The term stems from 
entura or traditional spice vegetable used by Bahaya from time 
immemorial ... Entura are small in size [of a medium size peas 
or smaller] … grown in ekibanja, cooked with ebitoke 
[bananas] and empelege [beans] or ensholo [bambara nuts] 
mixed with meat or fish. Small, immature and unripe coffee 
fruits look similar to entura, hence; the Bahaya saying ‘emwani 
zaba butura.’ Selling and buying unripe coffee on trees at 
obutura stage are referred to in Oluhaya as okuguza obutura 
and okugula obutura respectively.  
 

Reporting on the origin of obutura system in the present 
Bukoba Rural district, which until 1957 comprised of the 
present Bukoba Rural, Bukoba Urban, Muleba, Karagwe, 
Missenyi and Kyerwa districts, Jørgen and Karen Rald 
observed,13 Coffee prices [on world markets] boomed in the 
middle of 1950; such a boom had tremendous effect on 
[Buhaya] society where money economy [was] a few 
generations old … The boom was followed by depressions in 
the early and the late 1960s. People got rich overnight, spent a 
lot of money and became poor again …. From 1930s onwards, 
[coffee production] was a resource for clever and business-
minded people to exploit [poor farmers]. At first, this resource 
[coffee production] was exploited by the private traders during 
the colonial days up until 1950, when the Bukoba Native 
Cooperative Union (BNCU) was registered. The union was 
favored in five years of its existence by the coffee boom and 
was therefore able to accumulate funds to take over the 
functions of the Bukoba Native Coffee Board [established on 
April 8, 1941], to set up its own Marketing Section in 1956, and 
to take over the Bukoba Coffee Curing Company [BUKOP] 
in1959. Farmers immediately received better prices for their 
coffee, partly because of the boom and partly because of the 
introduction of the first and final payment system. 
Unfortunately, the final payment system soon gave renewed 
exploitation through the so called ‘Obutura’ and is used as a 
term to describe the buying of coffee on other people’s trees in 
advance, before coffee has matured. 
 

Omuhaya facing economic hardships or obutangwa, opts 
selling unripe coffee for cash badly needed to solve individual 
or family problem(s) at hand: school fees, payment of health 
care services, purchasing food or clearing debt. In very rare 
cases, Omuhaya would trade obutura to satisfy personal 
immediate demand like drinking beer, olubisi or enkonyagi, or 
marrying additional wife/wives.11 The agreement is that the 
buyer would harvest the quantity of pre-paid ripe coffee leaving 
the seller with little or no coffee at all from that season. If, for 
any reason there is poor harvest, the debt could be transferred to 
the next season or paid in kind (labor), in cash or in exchange 
with other properties like goats, sheep or cows. In the worst 
cases, the buyer would seize the defaulter’s land. 
  

A female businesswoman (58) born in Muleba district 
interviewed in Missenyi district ascertained that “With 
increased commercialization and commoditization of cash and 
food crops within and outside the region, the practice extended 
to all other crops: bananas, cassava, legumes (beans, 
groundnuts and bambara nuts), fruits (mangoes, pineapples, 
orange and now avocados), finger millet, sweet potatoes and 
maize.”11. According to the study participants, obutura practice 
picked momentum following drought that hit most of the 
Kagera Region between 2015 and 2017.11    
 

Crop trading outside the formal system: referring to coffee, 
study participants reported that some smallholders pick their 
ripe coffee and sell it (fresh or dried) directly to the coffee 
traders, abalanguzi b’emwani, for various reasons. “These are 
usually very old men or women who cannot afford labor 
involved in the coffee drying process or lack ability to transport 
dried coffee to the cooperative society centers … Others, the 
young and old generations alike, do it out of obulushu, 
[greediness] … they want to satisfy their immediate demands 
like drinking beer or spending with the prostitutes or 
concubines.”11 

 

There are two ways in which this trading takes place. First, the 
smallholder farmer takes the harvest to the buyer’s premises 
where s/he receives lower price than the first payment offered 
by the cooperative society. In addition, the price could go 
further down depending on the buyer’s evaluation of the coffee 
quality (ripeness and dryness) and of course, the level of 
poverty and ignorance demonstrated by the smallholder 
farmer.11 Second, the coffee trader or his/her ‘boys or agents’ 
roam around the villages seducing potential sellers to give away 
their harvest at lower prices. Since the ‘boys’ want to make 
profits, the price offered may be even lower than what could be 
obtained at the trader’s premises. The agents would keep the 
difference in their pockets or buy coffee to be sold to their 
masters or otherwise. Again, the boys’ assessment of the coffee 
value (based on ripeness and dryness) and the level of 
ignorance and poverty proven by the smallholder farmer could 
further lower the price offered.11 

 

A study participant interviewed in Bukoba Rural reported, 
“Beginning in the 1950s onwards, the coffee traders from 
Buganda [Uganda] and the Bahaya alike, used exploitative big 
bowls balimanyaila, translating to ‘it will take them long time 
to get a feeling of exploitation they are going through’ and the 
small ones, tikili nju emoi, known to ‘be found in every 
household’ at that time to buy the crops … Five balimanyaila 
or 20 tikili nju emoi were estimated to fill eidebe, or a tin [about 
20 lbs].”11 As reported earlier, increased crop 
commercialization that took place in Kagera Region and 
beyond, other food and cash crops fell into similar web of 
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exploitation. It was reported and observed that of current, the 
name balimanyila has changed to kilandokola/kilanjuna, the 
redeemer, and the smallholders still recognize and respect crop 
traders and obutura buyers as benefactors. At the time of this 
study, smallholder farmers received TShs 2,000 ($0.8) and 
TShs 400 ($0.2) for one kilandokola and one tikili enju emoi) 
respectively.  
 

It was further observed and reported that batter trading 
(exchange of goods for goods) has resurfaced in Kagera 
Region. A poor Omuhaya in rural Kagera, for example, 
exchanged two tikili nju emoi bowls of dried coffee, three of 
fresh coffee, two bowls of dried beans and three of dried millet 
for fresh dagaa (sardines) worth TShs 500 (about $0.2).11 
According to the study participants, the 2015, 2016 and 2017 
droughts and differences between prices offered by the societies 
and the black market have motivated the Bahaya to publicly 
sell their crops outside the formal system.  
 

Money lending and high interest loans: as indicated earlier, 
the Bahaya have practiced different types of borrowing and 
money lending agreements since the emergence of the money 
economy in the 1930s. As Jørgen and Karen Rald correctly 
observed and as reported by the study participants, “[t]here are 
as many types of agreements as there are individual loan 
transactions.”12 Some of the transaction types include bailing, 
borrowing money for payment of health care services, school 
fees, clearing debt or purchasing food. Jørgen and Karen Rald’s 
narrative of the money lending and high interest loans systems 
in Buhaya suffices catching a glimpse of exploitation and 
human rights violation involved,13 

 

Often short-term agreement is to pay back the same amount as 
borrowed [or] double the amount borrowed …. Then if the 
borrower fails to pay [as agreed] the loan is prolonged for a 
short period, but this time with the high interest rate of 200 per 
cent …. Very unfortunate, the loan transactions are often 
combined with the mortgaging of the ekibanja [cultivated land 
of bananas, coffee and trees]. This means that the borrower may 
eventually lose farm unit or part of it, if he is unable to repay 
his loan ….  [Once the borrower’s final solution is to sell his 
farm to clear the debt], the buyer will attempt to have a 
document written with a higher price than that he really paid. 
For example, the document may read: “Mr. N. N. has sold his 
piece of ekibanja, located at y and worth TShs 3,000, to Mr. X. 
X. The payment has been fulfilled according to the agreement,” 
although the really payment was, e. g. TShs 1,500. The trick 
played here diminishes the possibility of the [individual small 
farmer] raising money and reclaiming the land, but the matter 
[may be] extremely complicated and gives rise to innumerable 
court cases [otherwise, the defaulter decides to migrate and start 
new life].  
 

Study participants interviewed from Muleba, Bukoba Rural, 
Bukoba Urban, Missenyi and Kyerwa, reported of such cases in 
their districts. In Muleba, for example, it was reported that in 
March, 2017, a young man in the mid-thirties, married and a 
father of four was found guilty (beyond reasonable doubts) of 
stealing 500 stems of ripe cassava from the neighbors’ 
cultivated open-land or omusiri gw’ebigando. The village 
tribunal put the value of each stem at TShs 20,000 (about $8) 
giving a total of TShs 10,000,000 (about $4,000). In addition, 
he had to pay a TShs 300,000 (about $120) charge to the village 
tribunal. The only option the offender had to cover his debt was 
selling his two big ebibanja at a throw away price. He was 
pressurized by the ‘fellow’ villagers to burn down his two 

houses (of burnt/backed bricks and corrugated iron sheets) and 
forced to leave the village on the same day.11  
 

Study participants interviewed in Bukoba town outskirts 
reported of a young male in his mid 20s, married and a father of 
one was found guilty of stealing 140 pine trees seedlings and 
alleged to sell them to tree farmers in the neighbor village. The 
village meeting set the value of each seedling uprooted at TShs 
10,000 ($4), giving a total of TShs 1,400,000 ($560). In 
addition, he had to pay a TShs 150,000 ($60) charge to the 
village tribunal.   The offender had to sell his six cows to pay 
part of the debt.  
 

Study participants in Kakunyu Ward, Missenyi, reported a 
successful businessman suspected to have acquired wealth via 
deception,11 He owns six big ebibanja, snatched from his poor 
neighbors whom he lend money … One would borrow TShs 
10,000 ($4) or TShs 20,000 ($8) … he would record TShs 
100,000 ($40) or TShs 200,000 ($80) … If a villager borrowed 
four times in a year, the debt would be TShs 400,000 ($160) or 
TShs 800,000 ($320) instead of TShs 40,000 ($16) and TShs 
80,000 ($32) ... About seven poor neighbors who could not 
repay had to surrender their farms, ebibanja to the businessman 
and migrated to Kihanja [in the far South] … I am contented, he 
has cases to answer before God when he dies.  
 

It was clear from the IDIs and observations that beginning in 
the 2000s; ‘successful and imaginative’ businesspersons cum 
moneylenders in the study area concocted a new form of 
exploiting the poor (rural) Bahaya smallholder farmers and the 
civil servants – the teachers and the health personnel in 
particular. Study participants reported that businesspersons and 
moneylenders give monthly loans to civil servants with interest 
rates ranging between 50-300% depending on the amount 
borrowed, borrower’s ‘credit history’ and the borrower’s salary 
scale. In Muleba, for example, a businessman and moneylender 
was reported lending money at an interest rate between 100% 
and 300%. The rural poor borrowers, some smallholder 
farmers, the retired persons, the teachers and the health 
personnel, bond their bank debt/credit cards as guarantee and 
trust assurance to the moneylender.  
 

On the repay date, mainly set coinciding with the pay/salary or 
monthly pension pay date; the moneylender walks the debtor(s) 
to the Bank ensuring he receives his cash plus interest. If the 
money available on the account is not enough to cover the debt, 
the moneylender keeps the debt/credit card(s) till the next 
month. Of course, new calculations are made and the ‘new’ 
debt set. According to the businesswoman interviewee from 
Muleba, majority of the civil servants cannot make it to the next 
payment day; they return to the moneylender a few days adding 
more debt, which pushes them in the poverty vicious cycle. The 
interviewee noted, “[t]he situation is the same anywhere in 
Kagera …. Be it in Muleba, Karagwe, Ngara, Bukoba or 
Biharamulo”.11 Similar narratives were recorded in urban, semi-
urban and rural parts of Kyerwa, Missenyi and Bukoba Rural 
districts. A Regional Official interviewed in Bukoba 
observed,11 Since Kagera residents are the same, have similar 
living conditions and face almost similar economic crisis, 
informal and illegal money lending and high interest loans are a 
challenge in every part of the region …. The big challenge to 
combat this problem is that the borrowers do not realize 
exploitation involved. [Instead], they view the moneylenders as 
their saviors whom they would not dare to report to the crime 
control machinery.   
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The study participants mentioned an important public health 
problem of money lending and high interest loans, sex 
exploitation. A male civil servant interviewed in Missenyi 
reported that in July 2016, “[A] businessman cum moneylender 
at Kayanga, Karagwe district, was sentenced 30 years in prison 
for sexually exploiting his female clients and alleged of 
impregnated some of them … In addition, he was sentenced 
another 7 years for carrying out money transactions illegally.”11 
A female retired civil servant interviewed in Bukoba Rural 
reported that some successful businessmen cum moneylenders 
force to have sex with their female clients as a condition or a 
‘favor’ to get the loan. She added,11  
 

Some women, opt offering sex to the moneylenders in order to 
meet their needs [acquiring the loan] … Some women have 
become concubines to the moneylenders, jeopardizing their 
family relationships … Unfortunately, such sexual relationships 
established do not nullify debts but mere exploitation … With 
so many desperate female clients, you can imagine the health 
consequences of this kind of [sex] exploitation in our [Kagera] 
region. 
 

Self-help/social groups or ebyama: several scholars, Hydén, 
Jørgen and Karen Rald, Kaijage, Tibaijuka and Kamazima, for 
example, have reported on the existence of social 
cooperation/self held groups or ebyama among Bahaya.4,5.6.13,14 
Jørgen and Karen Rald noted that beginning in the 1950s; 
Bahaya women performed the cultivation of annual crops in 
groups: planting beans in ekibanja, planting bambara nuts or 
groundnuts in omusiri and guarding the crops against vermin.13 
Describing these groups, Jørgen and Karen Rald wrote,13  
This mutual help is of major social and economic importance at 
times of illness-caused crisis in the family food production 
system. This mutual help assures the maintenance and 
production of the food crops, and the links between the 
members of these groups of women cut across extended family 
systems and clan ties and in many areas are based on 
neighborhood and friendship relations. This social cooperation 
also takes place when unexpected guest arrives or during major 
family events such as weddings and deaths. Thus, in every 
village in Bukoba, women have organized themselves into 
groups which can go to action when needed ... They contribute 
work, but are also able to raise money if necessary, e.g. for 
payment of hospital treatment.   
 

Study participants recalled that initially, members of the group 
ranged between 25 and 30, under a leader responsible for 
organizing the group’s activities and maintaining the group 
together. However, the groups were neither official nor 
registered but impulsive and flexible. “They operated based on 
extended family ties, neighborhood and friendship relations and 
trust amid the members. The cooperation covered certain 
sections of the cultivation of annual crops and no joint sharing 
of the production took place.”13 

 

According to the study participants’ recollections, beginning in 
the 1980s; the form, objectives, structure, operations and 
functions of ebyama changed considerably. The HIV and 
AIDS’ impact on Buhaya families and communities in the mid 
1980s and the late 1990s (serial deaths in the families and 
communities) is considered the trigger of this shift and that 
economic hardships facing many Bahaya since the late 1980s, 
have just added impetus to this scenario.11 For the first time in 
Buhaya’s history, the men started organizing themselves in 
groups similar to the women’s. Membership was no longer 
determined by sex, but an individual’s willingness and 

commitment to abide to recorded membership terms and 
conditions known to the group members and the village 
authorities.  
 

Anyone considered an adult by the community and group 
members, can register for membership. Individuals could 
belong to two or more groups and not limited to a geographical 
area. The Bahaya in the Diaspora are welcome to join the social 
groups as long as they remain active members (paying set 
monthly or annual contributions, for instance) and ensuring 
representation at the group activities, meetings and events. 
Membership in which group is, in part, a function of the 
perceived social and economic benefits granted by the 
respective social groups. Religion, although of less significance 
in this context, covertly influences who joins which social 
group.11  
 

In one village in Bukoba Rural, for example, we recorded some 
social groups that show cooperation on happy days alone 
(Christmas, New Year and weddings), Abanyabyera. Others 
focus on the neediest events, mainly funerals. Yet other groups 
extend cooperation to cover caring for a sick member at home 
or at the health facility, paying for hospital treatment costs 
(within the region) and handling funeral rituals. Religion-based 
groups (the Christians in particular), among other objectives, 
ensure members receive spiritual services during sickness and 
in case of death; interment is conducted according to the 
deceased’s religion’s guidelines. The civil servants, the teachers 
and health personnel, have formed self-help groups along 
professional lines. Bahaya in urban centers in Tanzania, are 
reported forming similar social groups. A study participant 
interviewed in Ruzinga Ward, Missenyi, who had benefited 
from the support of Bahaya social groups outside Kagera 
Region, confirmed,11  
 

Ebyama at home and in distant towns came as a bless in 
disguise … Members provide great support, money, food and 
physical and spiritual comfort … At the time of neediest events, 
deaths or weddings, forces of Bahaya in Diaspora’s groups spill 
over to members’ home villages: contributing/paying for 
funeral costs like transport, coffin, food and other related costs 
... My husband was a member of four Abahaya social groups 
and one for the teachers in Shinyanga … When he died 
[shedding tears], the group members shouldered all funeral 
costs in Shinyanga and in the village … Without this support, I 
would have buried him [her husband] in Shinyanga.    
 

It was clear from formal and informal interviews and 
observations conducted that the current structure of each social 
groups includes, a Chairperson, usually referred to as 
Mwenyekiti or Omukulu w’Entebe, responsible for the group’s 
well being and functioning; the Secretary, referred to as Katibu 
or Omuhandiki, responsible for calling group meetings, keeping 
group records (for instance, a list of members and relevant 
group events or group’s calendar) and a cashier, referred to as 
Mweka Hazina, Omuhanika, Omukwasi w’enfulebe or 
Omukwasi w’empanika, responsible for keeping the group’s 
fund records (contributions, loans and the groups expenditure). 
At the bottom are the group members ranging from five to 60.  
In the view of the authors, the social groups in Kagera Region 
are currently legitimate and their operations and functions 
recognized under the village bylaws.  
 

One of the social groups’ features important to this paper is the 
somewhat exploitative money transactions undertaken by the 
cooperatives. Our study participants informed that members of 
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majority of the social groups, ebyama, are eligible of borrowing 
a set amount of money from the group-generated funds with or 
without interest, but have to pay back within an agreed period, 
usually six months or a group’s accounting year. A member 
failing to meet his/her promise is dealt with in one of the 
following measures: deducting his/her debt from his/her annual 
membership shares (sometimes not receiving a penny) 
commonly known as kulugao bushai or with the village 
authority enforcement, a cooperative member is pressurized to 
sell his/her property to cover the debt. 
  

Our observations and reports from study participants in Bukoba 
Rural show that at the end of 2017 accounting year for most of 
the groups in the district, cashiers for two social groups were 
compelled to sell their farms, ebibanja, to repay money alleged 
to have stolen from the group funds. Two other cashiers were 
reported having their money fraud cases on hearing in the 
primary courts.11 Some group members received no cash from 
their shares due to debts. Yet, due to dissatisfactions with the 
groups’ management, some members decided suspending or 
withdrawing their memberships, joining other social groups or 
buying time to make their minds.11  
 

Changes in okwelokola practices: before the introduction of 
money/cash economy in Buhaya, property was communally 
owned and only the men had the right to own and inherit 
property. In this sense, it was the men who practiced 
okwelokola; hence, the Bahaya sayings, Omushaija tabulwa 
ibanja, omushaija n’ayatongwa, omushaija tahwa ibanja and 
omushaija tahwa kutongwa, glorifying debts as signs of 
manhood. The intensification of banana and coffee production 
on individual basis and private ownership of the major means 
of production (land, animals and business), formal education 
attained, acquiring formal employment and success in business 
precipitated social classes among the Bahaya – the elite and 
poor smallholder farmers.4,13  
 

The poor common farmers, men and women alike, in need for 
money to meet their individual and family needs: paying school 
fees, footing health care services, transport costs, purchasing 
food, clearing debt or covering funeral and wedding costs,  
borrowed money from the elite. Gradually, the women became 
active in okwelekola practices. Ebyama, that were basically 
meant to provide social support to the members, took an 
economic feature functioning as credit unions; members 
contribute and borrow money with or without interest, 
extending opportunities for okwelokola practices among 
Bahaya men and women. 
  

Perceived consequences of okwelokola: all of our study 
participants observed that okwelokola as known and practiced 
in Buhaya, works in favor of the elite: businesspersons, 
moneylenders and the rich farmers or abatungi/abagaiga. A 
study participant interviewed in Rubafu observed that, 
“[M]ajority of the poor farmers stand high risk of losing 
property mortgaged upon failing to pay back on set date ... and 
are continuously pushed in the pond of poverty … ‘Ekitiinwa 
n’eilanga lya Bukoba bihoile’ or Bukoba’s prestige and 
prosperity have deteriorated.”11 Another study participant 
interviewed in Kanyigo expressed her concern as follows,11  
 

As you are aware, the number of poor Bahaya is on the rise … 
orphans, single parents, child-headed families/households, 
street children and the elderly … Relapse into   illiteracy is 
aggravating the problem, the borrowers cannot comprehend 
what is written in the credit contracts leading them signing 

falsified figures [200,000 instead of 20,000, for instance] … 
Uncontrolled moneylenders charge high interest rates that leave 
the poor poorer … Late paying for crops sold [to the societies] 
and difference in crop prices offered by societies and black 
market will continue attracting Bahaya to sell their harvest out 
of the formal system. This, in turn, will make poverty a 
common feature of many of our communities.   
 

In the view of our study participants, Okwelokola, as currently 
understood and practiced among the (poor) Bahaya and the 
forces behind it, obscure exploitation it entails. As a result, the 
poor Bahaya will remain balimanya ila, swimming in the pond 
of poverty and exploitation.  
 

The way forward: we sought our study participants’ 
recommendations on how to curb exploitation embedded in 
okwelokola practices in Buhaya. A Regional Officer 
interviewed in Bukoba recommended to the government and 
other development partners to implement interventions raising 
Abahaya’s awareness of exploitation embedded in okwelokola. 
In his view, “The Bahaya need to be empowered to report the 
exploiters, the businesspersons cum moneylenders and crop 
traders to the crime control machinery rather than embracing 
them as redeemers.”11 Another study participant claimed, “If we 
want to avoid this kind of exploitation we need to work hard in 
all sectors of economy … save and invest in our children’s 
health and education.11 
 

A retired civil servant interviewed in Ruzinga put it clear that,11  
Okwelokola is a multifaceted problem calling for multisectoral 
approaches … At the individual, family and community levels, 
hard working and self discipline when utilizing available 
resources are key to avoid this exploitative practice ... The 
government should provide better prices and timely payment 
for crops sold to the cooperatives and provided conducive 
working environment to the civil servants, like timely payment 
of adequate salaries and other workers’ benefits and control the 
businesspersons who conduct illegal money transactions … The 
government and other development partners should give 
priority to poverty alleviation interventions in the [Kagera] 
region. 
 

DISCUSSION  
 

Findings from our study demonstrate scientific evidence that 
okwelokola as known and practiced in contemporary Buhaya, 
Kagera Region, Northwestern Tanzania is a modern form of 
slavery, exploitation and human rights violation. Okwelokola, 
has ever operated in favor of the elite (businesspersons, 
moneylenders and men and women with formal employment), 
pushing the poor smallholders into ‘severe’ poverty. It is also 
clear that internal and external forces precipitated and sustain 
okwelokola practices in Buhaya that require combined effort, 
and the political will in particular, to end this legitimized 
exploitation and human rights violation in Kagera.  
 

Buhaya has a long history of credit and loan systems. Hydén 
and Karen Rald informed that beginning in 1956, farmers in 
Bukoba (that included the present Bukoba Rural, Bukoba 
Urban, Muleba, Karagwe, Missenyi and Kyerwa districts) could 
assess four types of loans under the BCU credit system.4,13 
First, the emergency loans obtained at no interest on short terms 
of six months and deducted from the final payment of the 
respective farmer. The loan size depended on the number of 
kilograms the individual farmer’s coffee delivered to the 
society. That is, 10 and 20 cents per kilogram of amaganda 
(unhulled coffee) and a kilogram of ensage (hulled and clean 
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coffee) respectively. Farmers could use the money as they 
wished but more importantly for paying school fees, hospital 
services and purchasing food.  
 

Second, the rehabilitation loans, financed by the National 
Development Credit Agency (NDCA) set up in 1966 to help 
coffee farmers to undertake modern coffee farming methods, 
Kilimo cha Kisasa. The repayment period varied with the 
arrangement made between the BCU and the NDCA. Third, 
cattle loans, accessed through arrangements set in 1971 
between NDCA and BCU to assist poor society members, 
irrespective of coffee deliveries, to purchase heifers imported 
from Musoma (in current Mara Region). Each member could 
receive three animals only and the repayment period set to four 
years with one year grace period. Finally, the tea loans 
available to farmers who joined smallholder tea scheme in 
Bukoba. The farmers received fertilizer and tea stump on credit. 
Repayment period was spread over the whole year deductions 
made on tea leaves delivered.  
 

Beginning the 1960s, coffee prices on world markets cut down, 
BCU’s support to the farmers in Bukoba progressively shrunk 
and coffee production costs skyrocketed. The farmers were 
forced to sell coffee to the societies on credit, referred to as 
mazao ghalani system in Tanzania’s agricultural policies. 
Subsequently, the farmers’ production returns dwindled. In the 
early 2000s, some framers opted for diversification, growing 
vegetables (tomatoes and cabbages) and other cash crops 
(vanilla) that had high demand on internal and external markets. 
As a result, production and quality of coffee in Bukoba went 
down. 
 

Scholars have observed two more factors leading to the poor 
quality of coffee produced in Kagera. On the one hand, Seimu 
observed during the British colonial period, “[D]ue to an 
intensive struggle among [coffee] traders and laxity in control 
as from the colonial authority … there was no legal institution 
empowered for quality assurance ... As a result, the coffee free 
trade from Kagera [critically] suffered.”15 Certainly, shrinking 
BCU’s activities (coffee quality assurance, in particular) and 
support to the farmers in Bukoba, seriously contributed to poor 
quality of (Kagera) coffee. Progressively, returns to the coffee 
farmers diminished, paving their way to poverty. The Bahaya 
embraced okwelokola, which further forces them to succumb to 
extreme poverty. National statistics indicate that the region has 
the lowest per capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP).16 The 
situation has remained somewhat similar to date. On the other 
hand, the manner in which the obutura buyers strip off all 
coffee beans (ripe and unripe) and damage the trees contributes 
to further poverty.”11,13 Certainly, a combination of the two 
factors greatly affect coffee quality and contribute significantly 
to the poverty level recorded in Kagera Region. 
 

However, as Jørgen and Karen Rald and study participants 
reported, obutura system greatly impacts the quality of coffee 
due to the manner in which the buyer and his ‘boys’ pick the 
coffee, “[As] the moneylender [or obutura buyer] fears that the 
smallholder will pick some of the coffee on the slay … The 
buyer will be so eager to obtain all the coffee quickly that his 
pickers will strip off all coffee beans (ripe and unripe) and they 
may even damage the trees.”11,13 

 

One of the factors that have precipitated and sustained selling 
crops in the formal system form of okwelokola in Buhaya is the 
difference in prices offered in Tanzania and Uganda. Since in 
the 1930s, coffee prices offered on Uganda markets has 

remained twice higher than Tanganyika/Tanzania 
markets.4,6,9,13,17 To date, most of the crops, perennials and 
annuals, are publicly traded across the border by smugglers 
known to the public and authorities. Raising crop prices and 
improving support to framers via their cooperatives in 
Tanzania, would decrease the degree of exploitation rural poor 
farmers experience in Kagera Region. 
 

Coping mechanism for poverty has not only been pronounced 
among the Bahaya. Very recently in Mbeya Region (Southern 
Highlands of Tanzania), there are reports of the Nyakyusa (one 
of the Mbeya tribes) selling unripe green bananas (kusila). 
During the kusila practice (the literal meaning is to “engage” or 
“book”), the buyer (being invited by a poor seller) books the 
unripe bananas for a very cheap price. But, the banana will 
remain under the care and guard of the seller until it is ready for 
harvesting by the buyer. 
 

Reported poor working environment facing the civil servants in 
rural areas in particular: inadequate wages, delays in paying 
salaries and other workers’ fringe benefits (a human rights 
violation) and strict conditions tied to loans from formal/legal 
institutions push the civil servants to relay on illegal 
moneylenders’ rescue. In turn, okwelokola pushes civil servants 
further into poverty. Controlling illegal money transactions in 
the region could free civil servants and (rural) poor Bahaya 
from this modern form of slavery, exploitation and human 
rights violation.  
 

The link between poverty and major public health problems in 
Tanzania and Kagera Region, in particular, has been well 
documented. Kagera, one of the country’s ‘honey and milk 
plenty regions’ in respect to food production, has been reported 
facing poverty and chronic malnutrition among its 
residents;18,19,20,21 poverty pushed Bahaya women into 
prostitution beginning in the 1930s;3,5,6,7 the HIV and AIDS 
epidemic that hit Kagera region in the 1980s and the 1990s and 
its impact is, in part, believed to be poverty-driven. Finally, 
women, children and men (in that order) in poverty-stricken 
areas stand high risk of being trafficked within and across the 
borders.22,23,24 Since majority of the Tanzanians, Kagera 
residents alike, live under the poverty line (NBS, 2012),25 many 
of them would fall preys of internal and international trafficking 
in persons (TIP). Study participants reported that young men 
are trafficked within and outside the region for labor in (road 
and building) construction, fishing, farming, mining, petty 
business, and on (sugar and tree) plantations. Girls and women 
are trafficked into domestic servitude and sex 
exploitation.11,22,24 Poverty that is widespread among Bahaya in 
Kagera Region puts majority of desperate residents at risk of 
TIP violating their human rights.  
 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
  

Indeed, okwelokola is a modern form of slavery, exploitation, 
human rights violation and a mother of poverty among the poor 
Bahaya in Kagera Region, Northwestern Tanzania. Okwelokola 
has roots in the colonial-initiated social and economic 
transformations that occurred in Buhaya beginning with the 
German rule (1884-1916) through the British era (1916-1961), 
independence and post independence periods. Okwelokola has 
always worked in favor of the elite. Poverty-stricken 
environment the Bahaya in Kagera live in worsen as they 
practice okwelokola. Unfortunately, the poor Bahaya do not 
recognize exploitation and human rights violation involved in 
okwelokola. The elite have successfully concealed this crime 
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via terms used, from balimanya ila or open exploitation to 
kilandokola/kilanjuna or masked exploitation, making a fool of 
poor Bahaya. As a result, okwelokola is a legitimized system of 
exploitation and human rights violation in Kagera Region 
requiring further multidisciplinary research to inform and guide 
contextualized and efficacious intervention programs in the 
region. It is further recommended that the district, region and 
nation authorities and the development partners give priority to 
poverty alleviation intervention in Kagera to save residents 
from other poverty-driven public health problems like low 
nutrition status, diseases (including stress and depression), TIP 
and human rights violation experiences.  
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